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Abstract
The interference between initial and nal state radiation in the process
e
+
e
 
!
+

 
at
p
s  M
Z
has been studied by measuring the forward-backward
asymmetry as a function of the acoplanarity angle between the nal state
muons. The interference is expected to be sensitive to the space-time separation
of the initial and nal state radiation. The measured asymmetry distribution
has been compared to theoretical predictions using the KORALZ generator, with
and without O() interference. The magnitude of the interference between
initial and nal state radiation was found to be of the order predicted and to
follow the expected distribution. Using the theoretical predictions, a value of
 
Z
= 2:50  0:21 (stat.) 0:06 (syst.) GeV .
has been extracted. The interpretation of this result is discussed. There is an
additional uncertainty in the estimate of  
Z
from as yet uncalculated higher
order interference terms. By assuming a value of  
Z
consistent with the world
average, the data were used to estimate the size of these uncalculated correc-
tions.
(To be submitted to Zeit. fur Physik C)
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11 Introduction
This paper presents the rst study of the interference between initial state radiation
(ISR) and nal state radiation (FSR) in the process e
+
e
 
!
+

 
at the peak energy of
the Z resonance. This interference is a probe of the space-time structure of the process
and is sensitive to the Z lifetime, 
Z
, and thus to the Z width,  
Z
. The data used were
taken by the DELPHI Collaboration at LEP between 1992 and 1994.
In the process e
+
e
 
!
+

 
at centre of mass energies close to the Z mass,
p
s M
Z
,
the relative importance of the interference between initial and nal state radiation de-
pends on the restrictions placed on the phase space available to the emitted photons [1,2].
For loose experimental cuts, the eect of radiative interference is predicted to be very
small. The O() dierence between the cross sections calculated with and without in-
terference is proportional to (=) ( 
Z
=M
Z
)
2
. For the forward-backward asymmetry [1],
A
FB
, the dierence A
int
FB
is dened by:
A
int
FB
=
(
f
+ 
f
)  (
b
+ 
b
)
(
f
+ 
f
) + (
b
+ 
b
)
 

f
  
b

f
+ 
b


f
  
b

f
+ 
b
;
where 
f(b)
are the forward (backward) cross sections calculated without interference to
all known orders, and 
f(b)
are the changes to the forward (backward) cross sections due
to O() interference. The magnitude of A
int
FB
is proportional to (=) ( 
Z
=M
Z
). This
is much smaller than the correction to the Born level A
FB
introduced by O() non-
interference QED terms which, on the peak of the Z resonance, are comparable in size to
the Born asymmetry. However, if appropriate tight cuts are placed on the photon phase
space then the eects of radiative interference can become large enough to be observed
experimentally [3]. For example, the size of A
int
FB
depends strongly on the cut on the
maximum energy of photons; the lower the maximum energy accepted, the greater the
eect of the interference.
A physical explanation as to why interference should be more important for low photon
energy is as follows [2,3]. Initial state radiation is associated with the annihilation of the
incoming e
+
e
 
pair, nal state radiation with the creation of the outgoing 
+

 
pair.
The time separation between the initial and nal state radiation is determined by the
lifetime of the Z, which is related to the width of the Z by the uncertainty principle,

Z
= h= 
Z
. The uncertainty in the time at which a photon of energy E

is created
is likewise given by h=E

. So for photons with energies less than approximately  
Z
,
the initial and nal state radiation become indistinguishable and can interfere strongly.
This argument suggests that examining A
FB
as a function of cuts on the photon energy
should provide a dierent method of measuring  
Z
, which is traditionally obtained from
lineshape measurements [4]. This space-time picture is complementary to a momentum-
space analysis of the interaction, assuming that the process can be treated within the
framework of standard Quantum Field Theory. The space-time picture gives a qualitative,
intuitive, description of the process. In practice, however, the quantitative variation of
A
int
FB
with  
Z
has been calculated using momentum-space techniques.
The most direct experimental approach would be to search for photons in the reaction
e
+
e
 
!
+

 
which have energies less than about 2.5 GeV, and to measure A
FB
for events
where such photons are seen. Both initial and nal state radiation can give rise to
muons which are not back-to-back. An alternative approach is to therefore replace the
measurement of the photon energy with that of the acoplanarity or acollinearity
y
of the
y
The acoplanarity angle is a measure of the acollinearity between the two particles, i and j, in the plane perpendicular
to the two incident beams, the r- plane, and is dened as: 
acop
= j180  j
i
  
j
jj: The acollinearity angle for two
2muons in the nal state. Using the acoplanarity was found to give a higher statistical
precision than using either the acollinearity or the photon energy.
2 Theoretical Predictions
The generator KORALZ [5] was used to predict the forward-backward asymmetry of
muon pairs as a function of acoplanarity for a range of values of  
Z
. These predictions
were then compared with the data. Figure 1 shows the predicted acoplanarity as a func-
tion of the photon energy. It shows that the probability of having a large acoplanarity
between the muons in an event increases with the energy of the emitted photon. There-
fore, restricting the acoplanarity indirectly restricts the photon energy, and should make
manifest the interference of initial and nal state radiation.
The treatment of the interference between ISR and FSR in KORALZ is based on cal-
culations performed in momentum-space which include only one radiated photon. There
have been no theoretical calculations of higher order interference terms as yet. The ver-
sion of KORALZ used for this study provides two alternative sets of calculations. In the
rst, only O() interference and non-interference QED corrections are computed. In the
second, higher order non-interference corrections including exponentiation are calculated,
but the radiative interference terms are omitted. These higher order calculations can be
combined with the O() interference corrections but, without the corresponding interfer-
ence terms, their inclusion does not necessarily constitute a genuine improvement to the
theoretical model. Therefore, the data were rst compared to the prediction of KORALZ
with strictly O() QED corrections, in the part of phase space where radiative interfer-
ence corrections are dominant. The higher order non-interference terms were then used
to obtain an estimate of the importance of the unknown interference terms. Figure 2(a)
shows the predictions of the generator including and excluding radiative interference in
the simulation.
In the branch of KORALZwhich includes onlyO() QED corrections to Born level terms,
a soft photon cut-o is implemented during event generation. Photons with energy less
than this cut-o do not have full kinematic information generated, and do not give rise
to non-zero acoplanarities between nal state muons. This unphysical cut-o cannot be
made arbitrarily small and was a potential source of bias in the data analysis. To control
this bias, predictions were made for two values of the soft photon cut-o. As can be seen
in gure 2(a), the predictions in the region of acoplanarity below 0:63

depended on the
cut-o. Therefore, data were not compared to theoretical predictions for acoplanarities
below 0:63

. Also, no comparison was made above 10

, due to the low number of events
collected in the data. In this region A
int
FB
becomes small, and higher order non-interference
corrections need to be included to obtain reasonable agreement between the theoretical
predictions and the data. A systematic uncertainty (see Table 1, below) due to the
soft photon cut-o was estimated for the comparisons in the range of acoplanarity from
0:63

to 10

. The standard value for the cut-o was taken to be 0:0025
p
s=2, the lowest
value acceptable in the generator. About 50% of the generated events were classied
as soft-photon events with the standard cut-o parameter. The computation of higher
order radiative interference terms would be a signicant improvement to the theoretical
predictions.
particles with momenta p
m
and p
n
is dened by: cos 
acol
=  p
m
:p
n
=jp
m
jjp
n
j; and is a measure of the acollinearity in
3 dimensions. Throughout this paper angles are measured in degrees using the DELPHI coordinate system in which the
z-axis points along the direction of the electron beam and the x-axis points towards the centre of the LEP storage ring.
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Figure 1: Acoplanarity vs the photon energy in events generated using KORALZ with O()
QED radiation.
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Figure 2: The distribution of A
FB
, as a function of acoplanarity plotted on a logarithmic
scale, for: (a) theoretical predictions from KORALZ assuming  
Z
= 2:497 GeV, with and
without the eects of the ISR-FSR interference and also showing the sensitivity to the soft
photon cut-o; (b) all selected 
+

 
events, before and after corrections for backgrounds
as discussed in the text. The solid line shows the theoretical predictions for the tted value
of  
Z
after smearing the  values of the generated muons as described in the text.
5In the absence of radiative interference, the forward-backward asymmetry as a function
of acoplanarity depends on the variation of A
FB
with the centre of mass energy
p
s
0
of
the hard scattering process. This asymmetry is dominated by the interference between
the exchange of a Z or a photon between the initial and nal states. The value of
p
s
0
is determined by the energy of photons radiated from the incoming particles. For
acoplanarities in the range 0:63

to 10:0

, the photons are more likely to be from FSR
than from ISR. The probability of producing an ISR photon with a high component of
momentum in the r- plane is suppressed, compared to FSR, by the energy dependence
of the Z exchange. However, FSR does not lower the centre of mass energy of the hard
scattering. Hence, without radiative interference, A
FB
is expected, and is predicted by
detailed calculations, to be approximately independent of acoplanarity.
The shape of the predicted asymmetry distribution after including radiative interfer-
ence can be understood as follows. For low acoplanarities, the predictions of the event
generator are unreliable due to the soft photon cut-o: many of the events in this region
have photons with energies below this cut-o and hence do not have proper kinematic
information. For intermediate acoplanarities, the events predominantly contain photons
of energies comparable to the width of the Z, and are therefore expected to be sensitive
to radiative interference. Large acoplanarities correspond to high energy photons which
produce little interference eect.
To examine the accuracy of KORALZ, the predictions were compared with the semi-
analytical calculations of ZFITTER [6], which calculates the cross-sections in the forward
and backward hemispheres as a function of cut-os on the invariant mass or acollinearity
of the 
+

 
pair. The calculations as a function of acollinearity contain approximations
making them unsuitable for comparison with KORALZ. As a function of the invariant
mass, the predicted shift in the asymmetry introduced by radiative interference agreed
with the value predicted by KORALZ within 0:25% on average. This was taken to be the
precision of KORALZ as a function of acoplanarity. It was concluded that the predictions of
KORALZ were satisfactory for the purposes of this study. This small uncertainty on A
int
FB
was considered to be a second source of systematic error on the parameters extracted
below.
3 The Data
The data used for this analysis were collected by the DELPHI detector [7] in 1992,
1993 and 1994. The 1993 data used were from the peak point of the LEP energy scan
only, the 1994 data were those collected up to the shutdown in October. To select

+

 
events, criteria were applied which are similar to those described in more detail
in [8]. For the analysis described here, the following cuts were used. There had to be at
least 2 charged particles found in each event, the momentum of each of the two fastest
charged particles had to be larger than 5 GeV, and the radial momentum
z
had to be
larger than 28 GeV. The polar angle of the fastest negative particle with respect to the
incoming electron had to be between 11

and 169

and the acollinearity of the two fastest
particles had to be be smaller than 20

. Both of the two fastest particles in each event
had to be identied as muons, based on the association of hits in muon chambers or
on the observation of energy deposits in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
consistent with a minimum ionising particle. The background from cosmic ray muons
z
The radial momentum is dened as p
rad
=
q
 
p
2
1
+ p
2
2

=2 where p
1;2
are the momenta of the rst and second fastest
charged particles in each event.
6was suppressed by cuts on the distance of closest approach of the muons to the point
at which the incoming e
+
and e
 
beams collided. A further cut was applied to remove
muons that passed into regions of the detector where there was evidence for a bias in the
forward-backward asymmetry. Events were rejected if the azimuthal angle, , of either
muon, modulo 60

, was between 28

and 32

. This corresponds to the boundaries between
the sectors of DELPHI's principal tracking chamber, the Time Projection Chamber. The
asymmetry of events in these regions was not statistically compatible with the rest of the
data. A sample of about 97,000 
+

 
events was selected with these criteria.
The forward-backward asymmetry in each acoplanarity bin was calculated by count-
ing the number of events with negatively charged muons in the forward and backward
hemispheres with respect to the incident electron direction. For small intervals of acopla-
narity, the angular distribution is not well represented by a simple 1 + cos
2
 + R cos 
shape, although this form is accurate to a very good approximation for the angular distri-
bution integrated over all acoplanarities. Detector ineciencies were taken into account
by weighting each event by the inverse of the detection eciency. This was found to
vary as a function the polar angle  and was determined by comparing the data with
the theoretically predicted cos distribution integrated over all acoplanarities and folded
about  = 90

, which has a simple 1 + cos
2
 shape.
Other possible detector biases and backgrounds in the selected sample were studied
as follows.
The response of the DELPHI detector could be dierent for positive and negative
muons. The asymmetry of the data was measured using both the distribution of nega-
tively charged muons and that of positively charged muons in the forward and backward
hemispheres. The two separate distributions were consistent with one another. To com-
pare with theoretical predictions, an average was taken of these two distributions. To
evaluate a systematic error, ts were also made using the negatively and positively charged
distributions separately. The dierence between the results of these ts was negligible.
Figure 2(b) shows the charge-averaged forward-backward asymmetry as a function of
acoplanarity for all selected 
+

 
candidates, before and after corrections for misidentied

+

 
events and cosmic rays were applied. These corrections are discussed below.
Mismeasurement of the azimuthal angle, , of muons could move events from their true
acoplanarity bin to another, thereby mixing events of dierent intrinsic asymmetries and
changing the measured value of A
FB
from the underlying physical value. The absence of
any signicant net oset in acoplanarity in the events selected from the data was veried
by checking that the mean value of j
1
  
2
j was statistically consistent with 180

. Here

1
and 
2
are the azimuthal angles of the two muons, with 
1
that of the fastest muon.
To account for the measurement errors in the data, an algorithm was used to smear
the  angles of the muons generated by KORALZ. The algorithm applied a Gaussian
smearing, the width of which depended on the polar angle of the muons. The widths
of the Gaussians were tuned to bring the acoplanarity distributions of the generated

+

 
events into reasonable agreement with the data. These integrated distributions are
predicted to be insensitive to the details of radiative interference. To investigate the
sensitivity of the simulation to the choice of the smearing parameters, an alternative
method was used in which the azimuthal angles of all muons, irrespective of polar angle,
were smeared by a single Gaussian of width 0:022

which corresponded to the mean
measurement precision. This led to a systematic shift in the value of  
Z
extracted in this
study of 0:03 GeV, see Table 1 below. The asymmetry distribution was most sensitive
to the smearing at acoplanarities below 0:63

. As already mentioned, this region was
7anyway not used in the ts below because the O() predictions were unreliable there due
to the soft photon cut-o.
In approximately 0:5% of all events, the two fastest particles had the same apparent
charge due to mismeasurement, Nearly 50% of these like-sign muons had j cos j larger
than 0:8. Often the momentum of one of the muons was measured to be unphysically
high. Excluding or including the like-sign events produced a small but signicant change
in the measured asymmetry distribution as a function of acoplanarity. The asymmetry
of like-sign events was determined by attempting to resolve which muon had been badly
reconstructed and forcing the sign of its charge to be opposite to that assigned. It was
assumed that the observed acoplanarity distribution for these events, which was peaked
around 1

, was the result of the poor measurement of  of one or both of the identied
muons, and that the underlying acoplanarity distribution of like-sign events was similar
to that of well measured muons. It was found that the asymmetry of the like-sign events
was consistent with being constant as a function of acoplanarity, and the average value
of A
FB
obtained was 0:028 0:056. For the ts of the theory to the data described below,
the like-sign events were removed from the data. Using generated events it was estimated
that rejecting a random sample of events with a cos  distribution similar to the like-sign
events in the data leads to a systematic shift in the value of  
Z
extracted in this study of
0:01 GeV. This was taken to be the size of the systematic error arising from the treatment
of the like-sign events.
Events where one or more of the muons had an uncertainty on the  measurement
larger than 5

accounted for 0:04% of the data sample. Like the like-sign events, these
events were not well modelled by the smearing algorithm described above. Therefore they
were excluded when comparing the theoretical predictions to the data. Including them
shifted the extracted value of  
Z
by 0.01 GeV, more than expected either from purely
statistical uctuations or from the increase in eciency resulting from their inclusion.
Other possible detector biases, investigated using 
+

 
events generated by DYMU3 [9]
and passed through the DELPHI detector simulation package DELSIM [7], were found
to be negligible. The DYMU3 generator does not include radiative interference, therefore
the A
FB
distribution was approximately constant as a function of acoplanarity, which
made it insensitive to the  resolution. After applying the same selection criteria to both
the generated and reconstructed events, no signicant dierences were found in the A
FB
distributions.
The largest background in the 
+

 
event sample came frommisidentied 
+

 
events.
From Monte Carlo simulation, this background was found to be (0:83  0:20)% of all
events. A study using 
+

 
events generated by KORALZ indicated that interference ef-
fects were not signicant in the asymmetry distributions as a function of acoplanarity for
those 
+

 
decays which pass the 
+

 
selection criteria. Therefore the 
+

 
background
was investigated using a full simulation of the detector's response to 
+

 
events, in which
radiative interference was not included. The acoplanarity distribution is shown in gure 3
for all simulated e
+
e
 
!
+

 
events selected as 
+

 
events, normalized to all selected

+

 
events. The full simulation predictions for the asymmetry as a function of acopla-
narity were tted to a constant value of A
FB
. The value of the 
+

 
background asymme-
try extracted was 0:0100:032. The data were corrected for the 
+

 
background, using
this central value and the acoplanarity distribution of misidentied simulated 
+

 
events.
The uncertainty on the shift in A
FB
in each acoplanarity bin of the data was 30% of
the mean shift on average. This uncertainty was taken as a systematic error in ts of the
theoretical predictions of the generator to the data and gave the largest shift in the value
of  
Z
, 0.05 GeV.
8The background from cosmic ray muons in the selected sample was estimated, using a
sample of cosmic ray events, to be (0:110:01)%, but gave negligible systematic error on
the parameters extracted in this analysis. Further backgrounds from two photon events
and misidentied Bhabha events have been shown to be negligible.
4 Comparison of Theoretical Predictions to the Data
To compare theoretical predictions to data, 
+

 
events were generated using KORALZ,
with and without interference between initial and nal state radiation. An ansatz largely
independent of the Standard Model was used, in which  
Z
and sin
2

e
W
were both taken
as independent parameters. Throughout, sin
2

e
W
was taken to be 0.2318, consistent with
the value reported in [4]. This parameter sets the eective coupling constants of the Z
to fermions. The kinematical cuts that were used for data were applied to the generated
events. As mentioned above, the only detector eect that was found to be important
to include in the simulation was the smearing of the  of each muon to reproduce the
measurement precision in DELPHI.
To show that the eect of interference between initial state and nal state radiation
was present in the data, 
2
ts were made between the theoretical predictions of the gen-
erator, with and without radiative interference, and the data, assuming a total Z width of
2.497 GeV [4]. The known sources of systematic uncertainty were taken into account by
repeating the ts for dierent levels of background, dierent choices of smearing param-
eterisation and like-sign contributions, etc. To test the sensitivity of the ts to various
assumptions excluding radiative interference from KORALZ, ts were made to purely O()
predictions and to predictions including higher order corrections. In all cases the ts were
performed for 6 acoplanarity bins between 0:63

and 10

.
Assuming no interference between initial and nal state radiation, the data and the
theoretical predictions were incompatible, see gure 2. The 
2
for the t between pre-
dictions and data was never less than 108 for 6 degrees of freedom. If the interference
term was included, the data were in agreement with the theoretical expectations. For
the variations in assumptions mentioned above, the probability that the data were com-
patible with random uctuations from the predicted distribution was never found to be
smaller than 61%. The assumptions that the observed asymmetry distribution could be
explained either by purely initial state radiation or by purely nal state radiation were
incompatible with the data. Fits resulted in 
2
values of 186 and 388, respectively, for
the two hypotheses.
The data, therefore, show a strong indication of interference between initial and nal
state radiation, and of the magnitude predicted by the theoretical model.
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Figure 3: The acoplanarity distribution for selected simulated e
+
e
 
!
+

 
events, com-
pared to e
+
e
 
!
+

 
events simulated by KORALZ, and e
+
e
 
!
+

 
events identied in
the data. The number of e
+
e
 
!
+

 
events has been normalised to the total number of
events in the data.
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Source Assumption  
Z
(GeV) Systematic error
Soft photon cut-o 0.0050
p
s/2 2.51 0:01 GeV
A
int
FB
(ZFITTER/KORALZ) 0:0005 2.51 0:01 GeV
 smearing single
Gaussian 2.47 0:03 GeV
Like-signs included 2.49 0:01 GeV
Events with large
errors on  included 2.49 0:01 GeV
 background +0:042 2.55
asymmetry  0:021 2.45 0:05 GeV
Total 0:06 GeV
Table 1: Sources of systematic error.
5 Fit to  
Z
The amplitude of the change in A
FB
as a function of acoplanarity resulting from in-
terference between ISR and FSR is expected to depend on the width of the Z. Figure 4
shows the expected variation in A
int
FB
as a function of acoplanarity, for ve dierent values
of  
Z
.
Fits were made between the predictions and the data, for acoplanarities from 0:63

to
10

and for 9 values of  
Z
between 0.5 GeVand 4.5 GeV. The resulting 
2
distribution
was parameterised by a polynomial in  
Z
, and the value of the total Z width obtained
was
 
Z
= 2:50  0:21 (stat.) GeV,
with a 
2
of 2.7 for 5 degrees of freedom. The component of the statistical error from
the simulation statistics was 0.05 GeV. A systematic error on  
Z
was calculated from
the variations in the central value of  
Z
from the dierent sources of bias, both in the
theoretical predictions and in the data, as discussed in sections 2 and 3 respectively.
Table 1 shows the individual contributions. Including the systematic error,
 
Z
= 2:50  0:21 (stat.) 0:06 (syst.) GeV .
As mentioned above, interference terms have not been calculated at orders higher than
O(). However, using the event generator KORALZ it is possible to include the higher order
non-interference terms. Without the corresponding interference corrections this does not
necessarily constitute a genuine improvement to the theory, but can be used to obtain an
estimate of the importance of the higher order interference corrections.
The 
2
for a comparison of the theoretical predictions, including known higher order
non-interference corrections, with the data, over the same range of acoplanarities as
above, was 64.7 for 6 degrees of freedom. This was calculated assuming the Z width
to be 2.497 GeV. Taking  
Z
to be a free parameter, the best t was  1:1 GeV below
that obtained with purely O() radiative corrections. This shift can be understood as
follows. For acoplanarities in the range of interest, the higher order non-interference
corrections reduce the predicted cross section as a function of acoplanarity. This reects
the fact that congurations with several low energy photons are preferred to those with
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Figure 4: The KORALZ prediction for the change in A
FB
due to radiative interference,
as a function of acoplanarity, for ve dierent values of  
Z
between 0.5 and 4.5 GeV .
Small statistical uctuations resulting from the number of events generated have not been
smoothed out.
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single high energy photons. Thus the denominator in the expression for A
FB
is reduced,
but the numerator, which is dominated by the O() interference terms, is essentially
unchanged. Therefore, for xed  
Z
, the predictions for A
FB
are larger than at O().
The discrepancy between the data and the predictions was used to gauge the size of
the higher order interference corrections by assuming that  
Z
was equal to the value
measured in lineshape studies, and that the whole discrepancy was due to the missing
interference corrections. The change to A
FB
due to higher order radiative interference
was estimated by subtracting the predicted forward-backward asymmetry distribution
including higher order non-interference corrections from the data distribution, which
was assumed to contain all higher order corrections. This correction was found to be
approximately 60% of the O() correction, and positive, over the range of acoplanarities
used in this analysis. This result can be checked by explicit theoretical calculations.
6 Conclusions and Discussion
To investigate the interference between initial and nal state radiation, the forward-
backward asymmetry of 
+

 
events has been studied as a function of the acoplanarity
of the muons. It has been shown that this eect is expected to become signicant only
for tight cuts on the photon phase space in e
+
e
 
!
+

 
events at
p
s  M
Z
. The size of
these interference eects agrees with the predictions of the theoretical model implemented
in KORALZ, which includes radiative interference at O(). The possibility that there is no
interference between initial and nal state radiation is excluded by the data, to a high
degree of condence.
The size of the radiative interference is expected to depend on the lifetime of the Z or
equivalently, according to quantum mechanics, on  
Z
. A t to the width of the Z, using
that part of the data for which the O() QED corrections are not highly sensitive to the
soft photon cut-o in KORALZ, gave a value of
 
Z
= 2:50  0:21 (stat.) 0:06 (syst.) GeV .
In the generator KORALZ, the eects of radiative interference included are based on
momentum-space calculations and are parameterised in terms of  
Z
. The eect of radia-
tive interference is described naturally in the space-time picture discussed above. This
picture suggests that hypothetical violations of the quantum mechanical relationship
 
Z
= h=
Z
could make the value of  
Z
determined in this analysis inconsistent with the
value determined from lineshape studies, 2.497 GeV [4]. Experimentally this ratio was
found to be
 
Z
lineshape
 
Z
interference
= 1:00 0:09,
which is compatible with the expected ratio of unity. Therefore, using the time-energy
uncertainty relationship, the lifetime of the Z determined by this analysis is

Z
= (2:63  0:24)  10
 25
s .
For further discussion on the possible interpretations of these results, see [3]. There
is an additional uncertainty in the above results arising from as yet uncalculated higher
order interference terms. The most signicant improvement to this analysis would be
the inclusion of higher order interference terms into the theoretical predictions. These
corrections were estimated to be approximately 60% of the O() corrections, in the range
of acoplanarities studied in this analysis, and positive.
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